
 

Survey Results: Bicycle Park Input

 Survey Info - This was an open engagement survey (not a scientific sample) for the City of Pacifica.

These FlashVote results are shared with local officials
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Total

Participants

Applied Filter:

All Responses

Participants for

filter:

833

Started:

Dec 1, 2021 1:33pm PST

Ended:

Jan 1, 2022 12:07am PST

Target Participants:

All Pacifica

Q1 The City of Pacifica is looking at the possibility of allowing a bicycle park to be built at lower

Frontierland Park (link to aerial map photo below).

In the last 12 months, which of the following best describes how often have you or a

member of your family used a bicycle?  

(833 responses)

Q2 The bicycle park is expected to be about half dirt features and half paved, with features for

riders of all ages and abilities. It would open in the morning and be closed at sundown (link

to sample park images below).

If there was a bicycle park at Frontierland Park, do you think you or your family would use

it?  

(831 responses)
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Options Votes (833)

Not at all 8.6% (72)

A little bit - a few times 12.0% (100)

A lot - more than a few times 78.8% (656)

Not Sure 0.6% (5)

Options Votes (831)

Definitely Not (1) 5.3% (44)

Probably Not (2) 3.7% (31)

Maybe (3) 5.7% (47)

Probably (4) 12.4% (103)

https://www.flashvote.com/
https://www.cityofpacifica.org/


Q3 Which would be your main concerns about a bicycle park at lower Frontierland Park, if any?

(You can choose up to FOUR)

(775 responses)

Average rating: 4.44
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Options Votes (831)

Definitely (5) 72.6% (603)

Not Sure 0.4% (3)

Options Votes (775)

Not enough car parking 25.8% (200)

Too hard to get there 4.6% (36)

Too noisy 3.1% (24)

Too dangerous for riders 4.3% (33)

Not a safe place for kids 8.0% (62)

Not enough features for beginners/kids 14.1% (109)

None of these are a concern 58.8% (456)

Other: 12.3% (95)



I think this is a great idea! I’m all for it! Give the kids something to do.

Taking up the existing park space

Inappropriate behavior by older participants being a off-putting for younger participants

Too crowded

How inaccessible it is for most kids who reside in Pacifica

Progressive jump lines to build up confidence and skill

putting down more asphalt. we don't need or want it (asphalt) in our natural environment

Area can be put to better use like soccer complex

Not enough space for multiple

Not enough space for multiple riders at once

People trashing the area. We would need a bathroom, trash cans, etc.

To many people using the park at the same time. Over Crowded and not being fun due to long lines

I like to go there and just enjoy the field

Teens/preteens using it as a hangout/party spot to get into trouble

People destroying it or making kids feel unwelcome

People (teens) vandalizing

I think it’s a hard to see that area from the street. I’d like it to have a lot of visibility.

Not accessible to the rest of Pacifica. Recreational opportunities should be closer to Highway

Teens cussing, smoking pot, littering, making an intimidating environment for the younger kids

Not a fan of bicycle parks

Not big enough to accommodate difft rider levels

unsupervised bullying

This seems to be geared for a very narrow demographic. Put something there that can be used by ever

1) please prohibit motorized bikes/scooters. 2) please get plenty of insurance for the city

This would be a wonderful addition to the neighborhood.

It’s up a huge hill
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not designed with end user input... utilize bike riders to help with design beginner to advance

Make it bigger!

Dogs pooping on the new track

Many people take their dogs there to run, play, and train away from other dogs and people

Restroom facilities

Vandalism / graffiti and features getting damaged

What kind of trails? Please specify. bmx? xc mtb? enduro?

Possibly attracting big crowds through out the day

Not enough advanced features too

Please keep it a dog park.

Not enough or any features for expert and advanced riders

Set hours for adults and kids/beginners

Not enough challenging features for advanced riders.

We do not need more people in the bov

Too many people and overcrowding

Lower Grin

Not enough advanced features

Will so miss that beautiful quiet space.

Is it near the Mega cult church??

Crowding

Keeping up with maintenance for the dirt

Not enough features for skilled riders

Crowded

We live in Fairmont West. Something down our end of town would be appreciated. We’re always looked.

It becomes a loitering place

Pacifica DESPERATELY needs this bike park please approve the site and build asap

Not big enough

Needs a lot of jumps and berms

It would be awesome to have bigginer lines on up to the experienced rider lines. We'd love it!

Not enough features for advanced riders. Pacifica has a very large and skilled Biking community.

It would displace the current dog park

I like to go r

Not enough advanced features for adults

I’m not assuming this would not be a safe place for kids, but the safety is my top area of concern.

Would be out the way from the residence and would be perfect

Lighting

older kids (out of highschool) using it as a hang out and discouraging younger kids and families

Not enough regular maintenance

Make sure it has all levels of features and variety of them

Ability for riders to spread out and share space; space for non-riders to observe (i.e., parents)

Not dangerous enough



too far for me but I support the local area having access to this

NIMBY

northern pacifica has nothing for big kids

This green space is a beautiful place as it already is.

I recently went to the pump track in Del Mar. Bikes, Skateboards and scooters all shared the space

It’s pretty isolated. As it is, evidence of fire works being set off there. Seems like it might be

Maintenance and public liability costs

make it all concrete or smooth surfaced please. So it can be used by bike or longboard.

Prompt repairs when needed

Too many riders

Trash, and further taking away from the wildlife. Most people will not use the bike park.

This is a location that is “hidden” away and therefore pr

Maybe unwanted people hanging out in the area

Restrooms

Conflicts with E-Bikes. E-Bikes are basically mopeds but with an electronic motor.

It would destroy the environment plus that is in a residential neighborhood. JUST A TERRIBLE IDEA

Too costly. Government exists to provide military and roads. That’s it.

I would like to see a progression of easy beginner features to the more advanced features.

Loose yet another place to fetch my dog

might be too small to accomodate a large number of bikers (all riding levels.), depending on design

Not interesting enough. Not big enough.

Make it big, make it fun! Keep it clean. (Community can help

Nice Place to negotiate drug deals

Upper Frontierland is a paved bike park. Keep more pavement out

My concern: It may draw noisy visitors during non-operating hours.

Q4 Which of the following are TRUE for you or your family, if any? (Choose all that apply)

(767 responses)

Options Votes (767)

I think a bicycle park would be a good thing for Pacifica 91.8% (704)

I think a bicycle park would be a bad thing for Pacifica 2.0% (15)

I would support a bicycle park if it was built with private funds/grants 54.1% (415)

I would support a bicycle park if it was built with City funds 56.3% (432)

I would not support a bicycle park if it was built with City funds 5.6% (43)

I would not support a bicycle park if it was built with private funds/grants 2.6% (20)

I think: 8.1% (62)



I would support no matter what.

City finds plus Private fundraising would be fair.

I think it would be fabulous to have kids have something to do - not enough for them that’s fun in

Funds need to be used for other things like protecting wild life and stopping the building in Pacif

if you want an asphalt section, you should use the upper parking lot at the Oddstadt school

Not a good idea

A park would be good, but not there

A bike park is a must for the city! Great place for the whole family!

It’s overdue! Yay bikes

parks are good!

we should build a pump track asap!

Not In BOV. Being impacted and compromised by too much such as the mega church & oddstad apartments

I would not support the idea of a bicycle park

A bike park would be a great addition to Pacifica!

Make it happen!

Would support improvements to the park button this which doesn't benefit everyone
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A bike park would be great in Pacifica

The city needs more outdoor recreational amenities for children. This is a good one.

Please build the bike park. My kids would LOVE it

It's an accessible, safe place for families and children to develop interest in this great sport

If mountain bike trails get shut down by the developer, this would be a ok alternative for some

I think there should be a roller skating rink. More family’s would use this

I live on Yosemite drive and sometimes hear a noise from the park or soccer. it does not bother me.

I think a bike park would be great!

…i don’t know what kind og bike park you’re proposing

Roller Rink! Way more family friendly

The Bay Area need more bike parks and downhill mountain biking trails

To help support-Small $5-10 -Parking fee and entrance fee

This would be great use of space and would be cherished for generations to come

A “destination bike park” with a ski lift would draw in tourist money to Pacifica.

Lower Frontierland cannot be seen from street and is not safe for kids, only one way out.

Bikers already make trails all over these hills, there are tons of places for them.

It's such a great idea

Would use this park weekly

A bike park is a great thing for Pacifica! A healthy fun activity for the entire family.

YES PLEASE! What a perfect idea. Revive lower Frontierland with a bike park! Count us in!

I'm largely indifferent to this proposal. I'm happy out recreation department is being proactive

I think a bike park is great addition to our city and a way for kids and adults to get out and have

Pacifica needs more activity like this.

Bicycling is Healthy for People and the Environment

park should be built ASAP. With wooden features. (Jumps, wale tales, Ect.)

Use is as a way for Pacifica to make money, host events that’ll raise money.

Different location.

A bicycle park will make Pacifica better

its an amazing idea. Bike riders are always kicked out of the skatepark so a bike park is very fair

We need more things for kids to do here!! Build it!!!

It should be kept a dog par.

It’s extremely necessary

There are better uses of city resources catered to kids.

Asking the thousands of tech bro Mountain bikers for money would be a quick way to fund it

Pacifica needs a bike park to encourage kids and adults to get more physical exercise

i'd be happy too donate and help make this happen. it needs to!

But I would not support it being built in this location

Putting a bike park near or on a large hill that leads straight to a main road is Dangerous!!!

I would not support a park if it allows E Bikes

We need more things like this to keep Pacifica as a destination.

we need more fun things to do!



If it’s built it must be maintained to the highest standard.

If not at/near Frontierland, perhaps another location.

This is awesome!!!

Bicycle parks are great for building community.

a bike park could be a good thing if it addresses needs of most residents and the park's neighbors

Q5 Any other comments or suggestions about a bicycle park in Pacifica?

(290 responses)

Would the bathrooms be opened?

This is a great idea I fully support.

Consider off street parking with the plan.

Please build this! Such a great way to get out with kids especially as the pandemic has limited our options for fun!

do it

I wish my children were younger and that my response could endorse that my family would use such a feature. Nonetheless, I

hope current Pacifica residents see this as a quality of life improvement for our community.

Build the bike park

I appreciate the City of Pacifica looking for a way to provide young and old an area to ride safely.

This sounds like an amazing idea to build a bicycle park! I think it would help our community greatly and it is tucked away in a

park already so it would not cause any issues for our local residents.

I think a bike park would build necessary skills that would help everyone stay safe when riding regular mtb trails

good family fun!

I think this would be a great idea. It’ll bring more visitors to the area - good for merchants. Also it’ll be a great place for family

with young kids

I think you need to think about the kids in North Pacific they would love to use it but how would they get there. To be there

needs to be a free transportation offered or something that is fair for the North Pacifica kids. Not always the South Kids. It’s

not fair for the NPK to have to lose out because the North has no space or the weather isn’t as nice.

They built a bike structure in our last neighborhood and it was a GREAT addition to the community. Kids, teenagers, and

adults all came together to use it. What a healthy way to spend time!

Make the whole city bike friendly, BMX and all. Add bike lane all the way up and down Linda Mar Blvd.
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These spaces foster community

I believe that a bike park will be a fantastic asset to our community encouraging residents of all ages to enjoy riding plus

encouraging new rider into the sport. These build life interest and promote regular exercise with all the health benefits that

this brings

The more healthy outdoor activities for families, adults, teenagers, children of all ages in Pacifica the better!! Make sure

there’s a place for parents, grandparents, babysitters or those who don’t ride to sit and watch and take photos safely. A snack

bar, first aid area, safety and bike riding training or courses for beginners. Opportunity for private event, birthday party

rentals… place to gather and celebrate and eat for groups.

The kids of pacifica need more outdoor activities. This would be amazing for our community.

This is a great idea and would enhance Frontierland Park! Please build it :)

Bathroom would be good

Is there another place more centrally located in Pacifica so everyone can have access? At least the skate park is on a bus

line....

It would be a great addition to the area.

Add city share bikes

What about the impact on the homeowners on Yosemite and Humboldt ct?

Since bikes aren't allowed at the skatepark, not only do riders feel discriminated against, but it also doesn't leave safe spots

to ride. This would be a great addition to the the city!! This has been a hope for years & it would be great to finally see it

fulfilled.

Do it ! Would be great for Pacifica

I would be I proponent for it!

Kids need a safe and fun place to ride their bikes. Skatepark is ok but it’s for skaters

Please delegate funds to protect wildlife and protect the hills from being built on.

Build it!

It would be a wonderful idea, i see a lot of kids in the area go for bike rides and will love this idea. Great outdoor activity..

We love the idea!!!

Great idea kids need things to do to expel their energy

Definitely a great idea!

Leave the tree island in the center

I think this would be a great addition. It’s so hard to teach my toddler to ride a bike when I live on a crazy hill. I drive far south

to get him to somewhere to practice. There’s nothing really in town to do this unless you live in the flat areas of Pacifica which

I do not.

Great idea!

This is an amazing idea for Pacifica! Thank you so much

There was no map showing location

Great idea

It would be great

If there is enough space allocate a separate area for younger kids/toddlers.

I live close to lower Frontierland and think this is much needed and a great use of the land!

Plenty of place for dog walkers including beaches and a dog park but where do the bikers have a place of their own?

Make it big, there a lot of kids in Pacifica and near by city’s. It will get crowed

Would be great to see street art and sculptures to support this area. Examples: recycled art made from bike frames.

Landscaping to support a playful and colorful environment. Art sculpture and Lights powered by solar that help bicyclist at

night. Perhaps a special disability section or day or hour for people to ride

We are on Glacier/Big Bend and have a mountain biker in the family. We would use this area a lot

I think this is an amazing idea for our youth! I would have loved this when I was a kid. I have lived in Pacifica for 37 years.



I think it should be built somewhere else, the space is too small.

Great idea!

Bike park would be such a great asset to our youth and the whole community

Pacifica needs things like this for the kids and the community

I’m a middle school teacher in Pacifica, and several of my students have spoken about wanting a bike park. Having outlets for

physical activity keeps the kids happy and out of trouble. It’s a great investment.

I think it’s a great idea - the kids will love it ! And it seems to be far enough away from homes that it wouldn’t bother

residences and also it isn’t a loud sport

Yes, please build it! We need more local activities!

I think this is a LONG over due must have for kids. We drive all the way to Santa Cruz to use a good BMX park. We do not

provide enough “out of the box” options for older kids.

It definitely needs stuff for beginners, so kids can have a safe place to learn.

the sooner the better!

We need more mountain biking trails. Please build more trails 😜

Closer to freeway

Use the funding on something else

Bad location in BOV. This hurt and desirable area has been compromised with Mega church and now oddstad apartment plan.

The nice trails are bringing out of towners in droves and impacting traffic. This may make it worse. Trees must not be cut

down for environmental reasons.

Could we also consider public pickleball courts in Pacifica?

Please make sure there are features for riders of all skill levels including a safe area for small children.

Great idea! Get it built!

Please build this park. Our community is desperate for new youth, teen and adult activities that are healthy!

Loved here my whole life and would live to see more things like this. Better then what the kids do there now (and for the past

decades)

Pacifica has a huge biking community and this would be a fantastic addition that would be well supported.

A bike path to the park that connects from one end of Pacifica to the other so as a local we can ride our bikes there. It would

help with parking and traffic and be a fun activity from start to finish!

Pacifica needs this bike park. The kids are desperate for activities and seeing how heavily used the skate park is, that should

indicate the bike park would also be heavily utilized. This is also a good way to use that land without disturbing the beauty

with a bunch of concrete ;)

Please decide if this bike park will be for kids, teens, adults or all ages. The design is different depending on the goal. MANY

adults including 3 in our family would love a local bike park we could use. Bike parks are places where adults and kids easily

co-exist, everyone is biking.

Yes!!!!

Always looking for options to encourage my kids to get outdoors! This creates opportunities to do so. Thank you!

Bike parks are an excellent addition to any community, takes kids away from the TV and gives families an opportunity to have

fun together at a low cost. They also bring folks from other areas that spend money at Pacificas local shops and restaurants!

Build it behind the library on terra nova blvd

Bike park that also accommodates younger kids, 2-5!

In my experience as both a bmx bike rider and skateboarder, both communities show tremendous support for one another

and it keeps kids off of the streets. Also, both are great for both mental and physical health.

No

The pier is more important. Make sure the pier is funded and walkable as it is now first, then bicycle park

I think this would be a great for kids and even some adventurous adults!!!! I back it 100 percent

Bicycling in all disciplines is a great activity for people of all ages including kids and youth. Bike parks should be looked at no

different than having a baseball/ soccer/ basketball complex park in your city. Mountain biking and cycling in general is one of



the fastest growing activities today and numerous citys / towns all through the country and world have shown benefits of

proper access.

Build it.

We really need something like this for the community, it’s a wonderful idea. My family and I would use it all the time.

Great idea - Pacifica families need more options for outings!!

This is a much better use of land than more apartments!!!

We need more bike parks like this in California. They’re so vital for introducing people to the activity and community by

having a place to learn as well as a social hub!

With the growing popularity of biking and especially in Pacifica. Having more sanctioned resources for cyclists would he a

great opportunity for residents and tourists alike.

We sure could use a bike park for kids, and bike lanes on Linda Mar Blvd from Desolo to Adobe, its so dangerous for kids and

adults on bikes.

My family is always looking for a safe place to bike especially with younger kids and teenagers the skate park is just too busy

for people to bike and skate at that one location

The fact that we just had Montezuma repaved and it’s still just as bumpy as before and we will have the worst roads in all of

sf Bay Area tells me that this city first of all doesn’t know how to execute a project and second of all we need to fix our roads

before we haul off and do something like this. Now, if it was a reputable private group who came to build this thing perhaps

I’d feel differently but I don’t trust the city to build a sandcastle.

Great idea…let’s do it!

This is an amazing opportunity for local business as Pacifica has already become a destination for bicycles.

My husband has been riding for 30 years and has been trying to get a bike park in Pacifica for decades! We fully support this

movement.

Sounds like a wonderful idea. Let's get it done!

build it already....

Several historic biking areas in Pacifica are under threat of being developed over, leaving fewer options for local kids to

recreate. Pacifica need this.

Make it safe to ride to the new bike park so people don’t need to drive!

Any additional parking options ? Parking is very limited on weekends at Frontierland

Go for it!!

I think there should be a better dog park in Pacifica. Many residents have dogs and the one that is currently there is not nice.

You should look into the doh park in Brentwood ca it offers a lot of features that could be brought to Pacifica

The park should be part of a larger bicycle initiative to recognize and promote Pacifica as a bicycle city. There are trails widely

used for off-road bicycling throughout the city. These recreational amenities should be promotoed to encourage local use and

tourism. One trail idea is Old San Pedro Mountain Road initiative. This would recognize this trail as a public recreational

amenity.

Make kid/beginner friendly, but include advanced features to challenge the experts too

Adults, big kids and little kids should be able to use the park with all different levels of ability considered.

I'm a married man, don't have kids nor plan to. I've seen kids and families using recreational areas such as skate parks, BMX

facilities, bicycle pump tracks, and bike parks. I believe these are safe places to develop skills and culture interest in not only

a single discipline but a love for the outdoors. And anything we can do to provide this sort of opportunity for developing youth

is money well spent.

It's a GREAT IDEA! My 7 year old daughter and I are Pacifica residents and would use it a lot.

Please build it. If you need private funds, please do it through a 501c if possible.

A bike park is a thing of beauty. We drive to Northstar and Mammoth just to bike. The tribe of bikers was inclusive of ages,

ethnicities and genders.

Go for it

ITs hard finding family friendly bike places. We have driven all around the bay area to visit. The best one I've seen is in

Truckee with another awesome one in Marin. It would be nice to have something close like this too.

This is a great idea our kids need more for them to do in this town it keeps them out of trouble

Great idea! How about some pickle ball courts somewhere in town.



This would be so great! Really hope it happens!

It's a great idea, really hope it happens

We’d love to have a bike park in Pacifica!!

We need safe and fun places for kids and families to be outside

Bikes took off during pandemic & recreation space is an investment in the future !

this bike park would be amazing - I would love have this in our neighbourhood so my son and myself could use it

I would definitely support more outdoor recreation opportunities in Pacifica including at this location.

Everyone will benefit from this park. It will build confidence for kids and bring families together. Let’s build it!

How about something in the northern part of town, too?

This needs to happen

This sounds like a great idea to keep kids active, healthy, and out of trouble. It has my full support.

Kids need a place to go. Plus riding gets them active!

Build this we are overdue

This is a very exciting opportunity. Pacifica is a beautiful area and an excellent location for a bicycle park.

Managed xc and trail style mtb trails, much like marin county ex tamarancho, china camp.

Please have progression in mind for newer riders and kids.

I really would love to see a bicycle park in Pacifica! I love this idea!

Great place for the kids and other riders! #morekidsonbikes please!!!

If it’s a pump track, I’d like to see skateboarders allowed as well. I miss the snake runs from the 1970s!

Yes!! I love it

I hope we can get this going!

We need more bike parks as safe places to ride, explore and build confidence for riders of all ages and skill levels. This is a

great thing for our community.

Build an outside roller rink like SF- way cheaper, family friendly and easier to maintain

I am thrilled to learn that Pacifica is considering a bike park. Pacifica is already becoming a major recreation destination for

cyclists and mountain bikers, and this would offer an approachable skill building setup for our families and kids.

Make it have high skill level features as well as intermediate/beginner. Kids get good quickly and lose interest in stuff that’s

too boring

It's a great idea. My son's day care is in Linda Mar, and I'd love to take him to ride his bike after school.

This is a great use of space for the community to have as a bike park. We need safe place for kids and families.

I think the kids need a safe space to ride and this idea sounds like a good idea.

There is a huge demand for this type of recreational park.

Build it 

Thanks for considering this! Pacifica has one of the best biking scenes in the bay area and it's great to see people of all ages

and backgrounds enjoying the outdoors and out of trouble.

Build it!

Please build! Need to have safe designated places to ride

We need it, please build it!

Let’s fix the city infrastructure first

Please do it!

While this would benefit many in our community, it us the YOUTHA who NEED it MOST! A safe place to ride bicycles should

have been created years ago



As a avid member of the mountain bike community I think it’s important to have those who are in the sport help design and

create this park. Many people are interested in helping this project get passed and would definitely consider volunteering if

need be! Would hope that design plans and features are voted on so that layout will allow all types of riders but will still have

a good flow. I’d recommend looking at the Sapwi Bike Park in Thousand Oaks for a good reference. The builders did an

excellent job of laying out different sections for skills. That way everyone can enjoy the park and know they are safely doing

what they’re comfortable with.

A bike park in Pacifica sounds like a great idea

A bike park would help Pacifica become a destination for mountain bikers. The economic impact of bringing bike tourists to

town could be great for the local economy. Many other similarly sized cities across the US have benefited from mtb tourism,

Pacifica should aim to follow suit.

If you build, $ and community will come and thrive

San Diego has a MTB / BMX park on flat ground that could used as a model. It gets overcrowded on the evenings and

weekends, but it’s fun. I know this is a really big wish, but with all of the downhill terrain that Pacifica has to offer, a downhill

destination MTB park with a modified ski lift (or tow line) that could be used all year long, would of tremendous benefit to the

community. This would be a very popular destination for MTBers and would draw in tourism money to Pacifica. Such lifts/tows

can be purchased used or manufactured for a comparable price to that of flat ground parks. It could be managed by

volunteers or city employees. Alternatively, the land could be leased to a private recreation company, where the lift tickets

could be purchased to help fund the development of the park.

We live in our purchased home for 25 years on Yosemite Drive and do not want a bicycle park in Lower Frontierland because it

will add to security issues we have been experiencing and reporting to PPD. The PPD will not be able to keep kids safe down

in Lower Frontierland

The one in Novato is awesome! It would be great to have one here. I’d like to make sure it is developed sustainably, not

disturbing the natural landscape as much as possible. Would prefer not a lot of concrete

No electric bikes

They destroy native plants to make their paths on all the land around here, and dump like crazy. Websites have maps of all

their trails online for all levels. Why do they need to take this sweet little park where old people can walk and dogs play, a

quiet spot where hummingbirds and bees and all manner of birds love to visit?

I think this would be awesome! Do it!

I do think a bike park would be great for the kids, just not that location. It should be visible from the street for safety reasons

and in more of a flat part of Pacifica

Would love some advanced/expert features and jumps!

great idea, bike parks are great for kids

A bike park in Pacifica would be wonderful!! We need more options for biking in the bay area!

With the increased popularity of biking in all ages, having a local safe place where people can go and practice and have fun

would be a huge benefit to the community.

Do it soon!

Please build it!

My family and I fully support the project and are ready to help in any way we can. The community around us is so excited to

have this be a part of Pacifica! Overall there’s so much interest and so many people ready to ride and take their kids riding at

the park. We’ll be the first in line to help if needed!

I think a bike park at Frontierland park would be great! Reviewing the rendering, I am concerned that the design appears

more like a mountain bike trail, dirt and planked trail and not an equal balance of paved and sloped. Look forward to

reviewing designs!

The more bike parks the better. It give kids and adults alike a safe place to practice their sport. In a place that’s legal and not

damaging to the environment. Please push forward with this project. It would be a huge help for biking community

Do it, it’ll be a great addition to the community

This would be an amazing addition for the city of Pacific. I’ll make the drive up!!!

Build it! It would be great for kids

Look at the Trukee pump park… amazing community effort! I think the same Can happen for Pacifica & all children of all levels

of riders looking out for each other!!!!! Adults & children.., this is possible…Do it!!!! Mama Jeanette

A bicycle park would be great, always great to see kids outside!

Bike parks provide great spaces for kids who don't thrive in traditional sports settings to succeed athletically and artistically.

Let's do this!



Build it

What a fantastic idea!

It’s good for the community. An outdoor activity gets the kids away from screens

Would love to see this!

we need a bike park do it bikes save lives

Kids and adults would have a safe place to ride without worrying about cars running them over or hitting them. Safe for bikes

as well as autos trying to maneuver the city streets.

Yes Please Yes Please Yes Please Thank you Thank you Thank you

I would prefer private funds but am not opposed to public funds being used for this project. There are so many great places to

bike surrounding Pacifica that a bike park would be great to support interest in biking and help newer riders develop skills to

bike safely.

Sounds like a good thing to do with the rising popularity of biking…

What were the alternative uses for this space. It's hard to say this is the best use. It's not bad or good in my opinion

This is the most amazing thing the city has offered in my 37 years of citizenship! Thanks you and please move forward with

the plan!

Excellent idea, great for our community

build it

With recent rumors of local bicycle trails being closed down for residential development, I think Pacifica needs a bicycle park

now more than ever.

This is a GREAT idea! Anything from small, kid-oriented features and beginning level obstacles to intermediate jumps would

all be welcome. For some of us who ride MTB regularly, but are not quite conformable with the Boyscout/XXX type jumps, it

would be a fun and safe way to get used to riding park features. Thanks for the initiative!

A bike park is a great idea as long as it does not give any help to the development on Higgins destroying the trails of Boy

Scout and the nature surrounding

I think regulating safety first at a bike park would be a great idea, I grew up with the Pacifica skatepark and It would be a

recreational place for people of all ages to hangout

Lots of trash cans and well lit

We are a young family but I would love if this bike park was developed. I think it would be a positive outlet for energy and

interaction for teens, which I think Pacifica needs.

Kids need to get outside again and have a place to exercise, play, and learn a sport. This bicycle park is an answer to a

problem pacifica has had with its youth for decades. They need something to sink their teeth into. Bikes and bmx is an

incredible sport for people of all ages to enjoy. Please build this park ASAP

It needs to be nice. No campers

It would be a great idea for Pacifica to do this. Even at the skatepark it would be a good idea. Pacifica lacks things like this.

Not all people can ride Boy Scout right away

We're so stoked about this and hope it happens!

I think this would be amazing for Pacifica’s growth and help support the community health and happiness.

Keep kids outside, build the park!

A bike park would be a great thing for Pacifica residents and local business. An actual park would bring riders of all ages to

the Pacifica from all over the place. These people aren’t riding a $500 bike from Target either. They show up with $10,000 full

suspension bikes, will ride hard, buy gas at our gas stations and food from our restaurants and bars. As it is now, Pacifica is a

semi-secret mountain bike destination with trails that make the Red Bull downhill events look like it’s for beginners. . Put it on

a map by building a park that everyone can enjoy.

My son, daughter and husband would be there ALL the time and we would love to have a bike park here in Pacifica!

Looking forward to riding with the family

My friends family and myself would use it every day. And would happy to help maintain the prime conditions. Please add

lights

Thank you for creating a fun family activity.



I’d rather see all dirt features than a mix of paved and dirt. It’s likely cheaper to maintain, looks better, and with the limited

space it’s better to make a park that’s great for one style of riding rather than mediocre for multiple styles of riding. And it

should definitely have a good assortment kid/beginner friendly stuff along with some more advanced features.

Let’s do it!

Pacifica has plenty of places for off road biking. No need for a specialized park.

This is great. Our community needs more options to encourage kids to get outside and be active.

Really great idea for our city!

I go there often with my dog. It is usually empty. There are other places for the bikes.

A bike park in Pacifica would be a wonderful alternative to current activities, provide additional physical activity for children,

and keep them busy!

Sounds super fun!

age limit. no drugs or alcohol

It would keep a lot of Children Safe and off the streets.

A bike park would bring more business to Pacifica also.

This is a great idea, especially with some trails being potentially taken away from local bicyclists (Higgens rd).

Let’s build this park!

Always good to have healthy outdoor options. Also in line with Pacifica's outdoor enjoyment culture.

Please do this!!!! The kiddos + parents will appreciate it :)

I hope it will be similar to others where skateboards could be ridden on a paved pump track portion.

Just do it! This would be amazing for the Pacifica community and especially the youth! There’s not many things for kids to do

around here why not give them a safe place to have some fun and exert a lot of energy.

Bike park is a great idea to get all types of riders and non riders to exercise and get involved in healthy activities

Bicycle park are good for kids and adolescents to keep them active

I am concerned that there will be no monitoring of the park and that kids will destroy it. It is a somewhat remote location.

If you were to do something like this you would have to keep in mind that biking is a large thing for so many people in

Pacifica. With that being said you should be all inclusive to younger kids and more advanced riders. I'd love to see something

to the extent of gearhead bike park or boyscout trails but with city money and support unlike the past.

I do not live in Pacifica but we have friends near there, so we often go do activities there when visiting (and then stay for

dinner/shopping etc). I have young kids so a bike park would be a great excuse to visit Pacifica!

Thank you! Good luck!!

This would be such a great asset to the community. We went to one outside of Boulder Colorado this summer and it wS so

amazing for all!

This needs to be built

same as before, the southern part of pacifica has frontier and the skate park (as well as san pedro valley and several sports

fields..granted these are not city based...souther ptown also has boys and girls club that northern doesn't). Northern pacifica

has, as far as I can tell, nothing for kids older than about 8. There is no way I could feel safe having my tween/younger teen

get from manor area down to fronteir with his bike on his own. By the time he drives, sure...if he wanted to skateboard,

maybe he could take a bus but as a young middle schooler i'm not sure we are quite "there" yet. Bringing a bike on public

transit adds a layer. Otherwise if its the weekend, I can get to Mclaren about as fast as I can get to Frontier.

I’ve lived in Pacifica my whole life. A bike park was on the table when I was a teenager but never got any traction. I think a

bike park would be an excellent addition to our community.

Build it! We need it

What a great addition to pacifica!! Love it!

Live to ride

We definitely need one

It would be a fantastic addition to the community. Our family is 100% in support of a bike park.

how can I volunteer to help



This is a great idea

Please find a way to include a pump track for everyone. But Bikes need a great space!

I think it would be a great thing for the community!

The kids need a place to bicycle safely

Please do it, thank you

A bike park in Pacifica would enable people to have a safe place to enjoy the outdoors

My family and I are locals from Pacifica area and we have spending our time at Montara biking since over there we can find

more options as bike trails and nice biking areas around.

The hiddenness of the location is main concern. We walk our dog back there often.

Great idea! Kids need things to do to keep them busy, active, and engaged in something that interests them.

I think the current usage of the property as a ball and soccer field makes more sense, would receive much more usage and

will provide more benefit for the community.

I believe that a bike park with features for all skills levels(including advanced) would be an amazing addition to the city

how can we help?? this is a MUST for Pacifica

Smooth surface like concrete so bikes and longboards can enjoy the park.

We currently have a few places where the kids have built ad hoc bicycle ramps but are unsafe. A city supported safe location

for kids of all abilities would be great.

Please invest in a bike park. Pacifica is a bike town and should Invest as such.

We need to provide safe, clean and entertaining locations for our young kids. Bike parks, skate parks, sports facilities, alway

will be supported.

I think a bike park would be a good thing for Pacifica but the location in question is too hidden away to provide adequate

safety and would automatically attract dangerous activities other than bike riding. A facility of this sort needs to be in a place

where there is consistent natural supervision from the public.

this is a great idea!

this is needed in our town

Long overdue!

As a person that bikes Pacifica trails weekly and lives next to Frontierland it would be a perfect addition to a great place

Bicycling is a popular sport amongst both kids and adults and something families can do together. Its also something to help

keep our kids off drugs and bad behavior. I'm into it

Let's build it! Anything we can do to get our kids off their screens and outside can only be a good thing. We parents need help

finding activities appealing to kids! Please help support families and build this

The city needs to have more entertainment for families to do together

Restroom

I think this would be an asset for our community. I also think Frontierland is the PERFECT place for it. I do think it should have

hours and not be available for use 24/7.

Can’t wait. Will be a great asset for kids and adults

why not next to empty lot near skate park or something besides lindamar why all new things built there not manor or sharp

park why couldnt be at the old treatment plant

Build it please

It would be great to have a bike lane on oddstad by the gas station and valley market. There is a gap between Linda mar st

and oddstad street west of terra nova. Please help connect the bike lanes, especially in that busy area.

The design and the budget for the development of the bike park must be overseen with public input.

What’s the distance of the bike trail? It would be nice if it’d be connected to a bike trail, so regular bikers could bike a good

distance like 8-10 miles.

No E Bikes please. They are dangerous. They go uphill at a rate of speed that risks harm to downhill bikers.

I think it’s a great idea! Great place for kids to hang around



Not sure there is even a need. IS THIS SERVEY SERVING AS YOUR NEEDS ASSESSMENT?

I think this is great. I read about it in the Pacifica Tribune otherwise I would have never heard about this to add my input. I

also think more dedicated mountain bike trails would be great closer to sharp park. Everything is always in lindamar but

sharp park is great too.

I think its a great idea. good for families and local economy. lets do it!

There aren’t any bike parks nearby. A bike park here fits perfectly with our outdoors culture. There are people of all ages who

ride bikes and I feel that many people would come to ride here in Pacifica at the bike park. I know I would ride there.

Bike parks are a great way to get kids into something that directs their energy and attention. Especially teenage kids

Build a nice path between the Frontierland parking lot to the new bike park. Increase parking.

Nice idea, and it's a great ride just to get up to the park, which my family would probably do much more of than actually

using the 'bike park'... lots of great hills in this town!

If a bicycle park is created promote it heavily. Otherwise out of sight, out of mind.

Our family is so excited for this project! It will bring the community together and will be a pivotal point for biking youth in

Pacifica!

There is something like this in South Lake Tahoe. We travel there in October for mountains bike riding and carry the kids bikes

with us just so we can visit their bike park every day. This promotes healthy family lifestyles and can be the heart of Linda

Mar. more people/families would be interested in helping, once the word spreads.

Pacifica has world class mountain bike trails. A bike park is an excellent complement to the trail system, and would allow the

community to develop bike handling skills in a safe way. Bike parks are also great for building communities. I’m

enthusiastically supportive of having a bike park at Frontierland.

BUILD IT !!!

The bike park is a very single focused use. I would recommend something that has a broader reach to the entire community

rather than one group.

Please put in a bike park. These are very needed healthy outlets for our children. Please give them a place to ride while being

active and healthy.

How about a natural botanical garden surrounding a dog park, as its used currently? Keep Pacifica Natural. Most of the

roadways now have bike access. There has been no observable increase in ridership. Pavements kills flora and fauna and

sullies groundwater.

I'm wondering if this is the best use of park land for Pacifica. I do not want more park land paved over for a parking lot, but it

may be okay for bike paths. There is ample street parking, although my neighbors on Yosemite Drive may not agree.

Should have been built years ago. Pacifica always late to the gate.
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